D21 pickup

The Datsun Truck is a compact pickup truck made by Nissan in Japan from through It was
originally sold under the Datsun brand, but this was switched to Nissan in It was replaced in by
the Frontier and Navara. In Japan, it was sold only in Nissan Bluebird Store locations. A series
of small trucks based on their passenger car counterparts, the 14T , 15T , and 17T , continued to
be built until early The 17T was followed by the post-war Datsun , which was nearly identical
technically but had an extremely simple body made out of simple pressed metal with almost no
chrome and many body parts made from wood, to enable production in resource-starved early
post-war Japan. Early trucks also depended on leftover stocks of pre-war parts. As the supply
situation improved the new and then took over in July and at the end of November of the same
year. A rapid stream of changes and new model numbers followed in this early post-war area, as
pre-war parts dried up and new designs were substituted. The second digit was for the bonnet
and grille, the third digit for the cab, and the fourth and final digit for the rear body. The had
post-war chassis and front end designs, with a fourth redesign of the rear bodywork. The grille
was a plain, painted pressed steel piece. Some numbers were assigned but never used, such as
rear body designs 2 and 3. The was succeeded by the at the end of July ; this seemingly
retrograde step marked the return to the more ornate pre-war 17T grille. In January the took
over, followed by the January model with a slightly different cabin. The extra power output was
made possible because of higher quality petrol allowing for higher compression rates. The
Datsun was a load carrying bodystyle version of the Datsun sedan series , and was introduced
in January as the latest Datsun truck with up-to-date styling. Delivery van, panel van only , and
double cab versions were available. It was joined with a larger commercially focused vehicle
called the Nissan Junior. This was one of the first Nissan products to be sold in Europe, when
an order of units were shipped to Spain in During its six years in production six main models
were built: Jan. For reasons unknown, Nissan skipped the designation. The L was the first
left-hand drive version built by Nissan, in response to requests from importers in the Middle
East. After the introduction of the re-engined series truck, the Datsun was introduced in October
as a modernized low-cost option. It continued to use the same bodywork and engine as the ,
although with less chrome trim. Largely unchanged in appearance from the series, which
continued to be built as a cheaper version, it was produced from to The can be identified by its
different grille, featuring a more pronounced frame. During this time four models were
produced: â€” , â€” , , and introduced in July [10]. The chassis was based on the series sedans.
The was the first Datsun truck to be equipped with a 12 volt electrical system. The clutch was
now hydraulically operated, with a hanging pedal. Double cab and delivery van versions were
available. Side badges were "Datsun " or "Datsun ". There was also a round badge on the
dashboard that said "Datsun " or "Datsun ", depending on the engine. A long bed version was
introduced with the As a low cost option, a lightly changed model of the D10 sidevalve-engined
predecessor was introduced in October the Datsun , followed by the Datsun in and finally the
Datsun in The original had distinct front turn signals mounted atop the fenders, not far ahead of
the windshield. On the improved model October , these were replaced by more conventionally
placed units next to the grille as US regulations did not permit the original layout. The was
powered by the new 1. The also had a revised chassis and suspension system. The front I-beam
suspension used on the , and was replaced with an independent front suspension with torsion
bars. The steering was updated to a worm-and-roller system while the brakes were now power
assisted. These new systems took advantage of parts developed for the not-yet released Cedric
large sedan. In the Datsun and a sedan was exhibited at the Los Angeles Auto Show , with
American exports beginning soon after. It was the series that established Datsun in the
American market. In August the new series was released. It was produced until in three series
â€” Nissan updated the larger commercially focused Nissan Junior in Rear end gearing was a
low 4. Fender emblems showed "Datsun " and "60 HP" "55ps" for models sold in Japan with a
"Datsun" emblem on the front nose of the hood. Available bodystyles include a single cab
"truck" , a longer wheelbase single cab truck G , a double cab "pickup" with flush sides U , and
a three-door "Light Van" V Though described and taxed as a van in the Japanese market, the V
is essentially a two-door station wagon. The came in two cab and bed versions: Regular, and as
the N "Sports Pick-Up" â€”65 variation which is a rarer around 1, produced version with the cab
and bed of a one-piece design. Its back half is greatly different than that of the standard,
separate bed pick-up; it uses much of the rear sheetmetal and the taillights from the V Light
Van. Bed and luggage space were in addition to the expansion, with the support of the market
characteristics and the robust chassis engine was easy to handle, it was a best seller in the
truck market segment. The chassis was also a sales hit in the reinforcement of the type Datsun
Bluebird , a variation of the same series, in which the X-members plus a reinforcement of the
Fairlady roadster of the Stype CSP In the underwent minor changes. Mazda also competed in
this segment, with the Mazda B-Series. The Datsun was built from May until May , when it was

facelifted and became the The designation, which was next in sequence, was skipped as it is a
homophone for the Japanese word for "rudeness" or "impolite" see Japanese wordplay. In and
the had two single headlights. For , the was slightly redesigned and received twin headlights.
This design was carried on until the end of production. The fender emblems said "Datsun ". A
grille emblem was added in and simply said "D". In late a slightly altered model appeared, now
with a slightly changed chrome grille with a distinct frame. In , Nissan added the Nissan Sunny
pickup truck , which was exclusive to Nissan Saito Store locations, which closely shared the
dimensions, engine displacement and load carrying duties of the series truck. The was the
facelifted version of , with a so-called "flat-deck" style. This meant a flattened bonnet and front
fenders as well as a new grille design. The fender emblems said "Datsun ", "Datsun " or
"Datsun " depending on engine fitment. It was manufactured from June until , preceded by the
and followed by the The was the first compact half-ton pickup sold in the American market, in [
citation needed ]. In , larger load carrying duties were now shared with the Datsun Cabstar , a
cabover truck sharing a chassis with the third generation Nissan Junior. In February , the
Datsun truck was released and was in production until It was a regular cab truck a longer "King
Cab" [Nissan's trademark for their extended cab trucks] version was released in and two
wheelbases were offered, for a total of six different models. There was also a delivery van
version, offered only in Japan. Naturally there were bare chassis models, and many importers
installed locally made flat decks. There was also the U, which is a crew cab "Utility" version. It
uses a shorter, fully integrated bed to allow comfortably seating four people. The U was
essentially a pickup from the doors forward, with the bed and rear end being the only difference.
Nissan continued the strong rhythms and styling of its previous vehicles, with a shoulder "wing
line" or "Bullet Side" accent running alongside the vehicle. The was also the first Datsun pickup
truck to be available with a longer "King Cab" passenger compartment called "Custom" in
Japan. The was redesigned slightly for , with changes to grille and front bumper. This also
marked a name change in South Africa, where it had been sold simply as the Datsun one-ton
pick-up, to "Datsun ". In North America, the continued to use the Nissan L engine. This was a
"state car", with an EGR system for pollution control which sufficed to meet California's
stringent emissions standards without a catalytic converter. In , the optional FS5W71B
five-speed manual transmission became available. The 3N71 three-speed automatic became
available as an option in mid This was the first series to offer an automatic transmission as an
option all model series before the only had manual transmissions. Final drive gearing was 4.
The was known [ by whom? In October , Nissan introduced the Datsun as successor to the A
four-door crew cab version of the was available in most markets although not in North America.
In addition, some overseas models continued with the early style beds in the later model years
as well as the lower cost round headlamps, and included various combinations of Datsun and
Nissan badging while retaining the Datsun name throughout all model years. In Japan, round
headlights were standard but higher-end models like the GL received square headlamps. In , the
front end underwent a transformation with a larger grille, bumper, and corner lights. There was
also a revised dashboard with round instead of square gauges. At the same time, the regular
cab was lengthened slightly and the air extractor vents behind the cab doors changed from the
high "flag" look to long, narrow ones that matched the height of the window opening. The cabs
of the King Cab versions were unchanged. In , US models were powered by Datsun's 2. In the
Middle East, it was powered by Datsun's 1. The â€” models used the Z22 carbureted 2. In mid,
Nissan introduced the Z24 2. The diesel engines were sourced from the Nissan Diesel division,
which Nissan Motors acquired in This dominated sales in many markets and was also available
in combination with 4WD. In the American market, the diesel engine was only available in the
2WD from to The Z24 was upgraded to Z24i single-point fuel-injection for some ST models. The
rest of the world had versions with the smaller 1. In addition, from to a covered utility body style
like that of the first generation 4Runner was available as an aftermarket conversion by a
company called Matrix3 called the Bushmaster. The Datsun was available in both 2WD and 4WD
configurations, the latter having a divorced transfer case. The long wheelbase 2WD trucks King
Cab, short bed, and regular cab, long bed had a two-piece driveshaft with a center support
bearing. The dome light could fold rearward, to provide illumination to the bed. The was
assembled in the newly built Smyrna, Tennessee plant from the However, Nissan of Mexico
continued to build the pickup until , being its last official model year. They were exported to the
whole of Latin America. The to models were called the "Datsun ". They had single wall beds with
outside rolled lips and rope ties, two faux hood vents some had real vents , and tail lights on the
lower rear valance similar to the These vehicles were badged with a small Datsun logo on the
driver's side of the grill, a raised plastic Datsun badge on the front fenders, a large Datsun
embossed on the rear tailgate, as well as Datsun stickers on the bottom left of the tailgate, and
model designation on the right. The owner's manual and service manuals retained the Datsun

name. These "in-between" models were a combination of Datsun and Nissan badging, with
Nissan replacing Datsun in similar fashion to the earlier models, but incorporated a "Datsun by
Nissan" plastic trim piece on the front fenders, and "Datsun by Nissan" stickers on the tailgate.
The late model trucks produced from The badging was exclusively Nissan going along with
Nissan's rebranding and conversion of 1, Datsun dealerships to Nissan dealerships , with the
name officially being "Nissan ", which is found in the owner's manual, service manual, and
literature from the period. This was a continuation of the Lil' Hustler line from the generation. It
was a bare-bones truck that was only available as a regular cab with a 1. Unlike the others it had
only a driver side mirror, single walled bed, vinyl bench seat, and other bare bone
accommodations. What really set this model apart was its drive train. It featured the 2. Its
compression ratio was at a high 9. It was able to do this because it featured a knock sensor that
would retard the timing by about 10 degrees to prevent the engine from knocking. This resulted
in excellent fuel economy but at the cost of emissions. For that reason this truck was not sold in
the California market. The standard GL single cab Datsun came with a front bench seat made of
single color non-patterned cloth and leather in blue, black, or tan to match the interior trim color
of the vehicle. It had optional factory air-conditioning and contained a simple gauge cluster with
speedometer, fuel, and water temperature gauges with blank faces in place of the tachometer
and clock , as well as sliding glass rear window. A radio and cruise control were options
installed by the dealership. These vehicles came in long bed, short bed, or cab-and-chassis
styles with the later having a "heavy duty" option of dual rear wheels. The 2WD deluxe model
came with front bench seats of varying patterns to match the door trim and interior in blue,
black or tan. Both drivetrain options had single and King Cab variants. Beds both long and
short were available. In addition, there were roll-bar and bumper-brush guard options for the
4WD variant that were installed by the dealership with mounting points for off-road and fog
lights. Switches for these were placed in the center console below to pre The 2WD Luxury
model came only in king cab variants and featured several standard and unique features. For
the exterior, it came with a two tone paint job, chrome bumpers, mirrors and grille. It also had
Nissan brand hexagonal hubcaps, whitewall tires, and sun roof. For the interior, this top of the
line model came with full carpeting, bucket seats, tachometer, quartz clock, intermittent wipers,
center console, and woodgrain accents on the dash and door. Like the other trucks, it was
powered by the Z24 and offered both a 5-speed manual or 3-speed automatic. The 2WD and
4WD sport truck package came with factory air-conditioning as well as the clock and
tachometer in the cluster as standard with exclusive gradient-patterned bucket seats for both
drivetrains with the 4WD versions offering the center console and gauges of the DX model, and
the 2WD having center console storage in place of the transfer case lever , as well as King Cab
variants. The sport truck package also was the only package with standard power windows and
locks all other packages only received manual locks and windows , as well as a tilting sunroof.
ST stickers were placed on the end of the rear quarter panels. Ironically, the ST package had no
performance modifications, however in the model year it had an optional Z24i single-port fuel
injected engine. From to a covered utility body style was available in the US called the
Bushmaster. It was created from a King Cab 4WD model, welding the cab and bed of the truck
together along with a custom bed topper which increased the height of the whole vehicle. The
interior was completely carpeted, and incorporated a rear folding bench seat similar to the first
generation Toyota 4Runner. This option is exceedingly rare, and is considered a predecessor to
the Pathfinder. The United Kingdom only received the longer wheelbase, as a standard bed
1-tonner with the L18 engine or as the four-wheel drive 2. As elsewhere in the world, the
"Nissan" name gradually replaced Datsun in and Fitted with a 1. The name Navara was used in
some markets such as Australia. Unlike previous generations, this model was available
worldwide in two body styles. The "A" body was designed in Japan, and was available in single
or dual cab variants, while the "S" body King Cab was designed in the United States, at Nissan's
styling studios in San Diego, California. In a few countries, such as Australia, both versions
were sold. This was also assembled in Greece for the local market, where it was marketed as
the Nissan Pickup and King Cab. In North America, the company used the name "Datsun" from
model years to then renamed itself "Nissan Datsun" in and then "Nissan" beginning with the
model year line of trucks and cars alike. Nonetheless, the Nissan pickups continued to be
marketed in the Japanese home market as the "Nissan Datsun". The Hardbody was produced
for the US market from November until , and were direct competition to the Toyota compact
pickup. International markets also received the 'Crew Cab' four-door version with a short four
and a half foot bed. Four-cylinder and V6 engines were available. The six-cylinder 3. This was
the only engine option for the one-tonne longbed truck. Five-speed, including overdrive, manual
transmissions were the most common, but an automatic transmission was an available option.
Both rear-wheel-drive 4x2 and four-wheel-drive 4x4 versions were made in quantity. A limited

slip differential was standard on the top 'SE' trim variants. There were several trims available
including base, XE, and top of the line SE. The XE could be ordered with a 'value package'
starting in which included air conditioning, power mirrors, alloy wheels, and chrome on body
trim such as the mirrors and bumpers. The SE was better equipped and could be ordered with
the "sport power package" with sunroof, power windows, locks, and mirrors, air conditioning
and special 15x8 inch "Robot" alloy wheels. In a first for the auto industry, [ citation needed ]
this model used the new RA air conditioning refrigerant. In , the last major refresh would last
through Changes were a new ergonomic dashboard and much improved interior for In late , a
driver's side airbag was added as well as compliance with the new US safety rules. Versions
sold in other countries came with a host of more economical engines, ranging from 1. These
Hardbody small pickup trucks sold very well worldwide, [ citation needed ] and are still often
seen both on-road and off-road. The V6 engine had a timing belt that requires replacement every
60K miles. The D21 design was still available new in some Latin American countries, made in
Mexico until the model year. In Mexico, a range of four basic variations of the D21 were sold
together as the Nissan Camiones literally "Nissan Trucks". Nissan Mexicana ended production
of the Camiones on March 15, after 15 years of production in the Cuernavaca plant. The Nissan
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Truck This page is for personal, non-commercial use. With the introduction of the Nissan
Frontier , we're getting the truck's first comprehensive overhaul in a decade and a half. This
midsize pickup has a not-so-midsize history here in America, and it's one we thought we'd
explore a bit in the wake of the new truck's unveiling. To simply say that the small Nissan
pickup's history in the United States predates the company's use of the name "Nissan" is,
frankly, understating it. Nissan's small pickup isn't just noteworthy for its longevity; it was the
first true compact pickup sold in the United States, starting with the chassis in â€” 62 years ago
â€” but the generation that really put it on the map was the chassis, which was introduced in the
mids. Fascinatingly, this should have been the chassis, but the Nissan mothership decided to
skip that designation. Yeah, something referencing in the s might seem amusing to us now, but
believe it or not, Nissan's hang-up was linguistic, not social, as the phrase for the number ""
sounds similar to a Japanese term that loosely translates to something along the lines of
"discourtesy. Elon would have been proud; Nissan executives, not so much. The Datsun pickup
was also the first compact truck sold in the United States with a half-ton payload rating; there's
probably another joke in there too. It also looked incredibly cool. Your author's father drove one

similar to the one pictured above â€” a No, that isn't us. In the s, the iconic boxy Nissan pickup
started to emerge. While the Hardbody didn't arrive until later in the decade, even the earlier
models started to pick up some of the cues we'd come to associate with later examples of the
pickup. In , Nissan became the first importer to build a truck in the United States. It was still the
; the D21 didn't go into production until And here it is, the D21 Nissan Hardbody pickup, kicking
off a decade-long run that burnished the compact Datsun pickup's reputation as a durable,
go-anywhere companion that was just as rugged as any 4x4 being hocked by the domestics or
other importers, for that matter. The Hardbody platform ran more than a decade, with its
replacement coming in The model year changeover seems subtle when each is viewed
separately, but when placed side-by-side, there's more obvious distinction between their
exteriors. Now firmly a Nissan, the new pickup got a formal name to boot â€” Frontier. This
generation smoothed out some of the Hardbody's rough edges both aesthetically and
metaphorically , for better or for worse. It was still a dependable workhorse, but it's easy to see
how some of its enthusiast appeal faded in the latter half of the s. A much-needed styling
update arrived for the yellow truck , but we're not so sure that was a good thing. You can see
the difference here. The model year marked the introduction of the second-generation Frontier,
which got beefier and more capable, but ceased to be a true compact. Now a midsize truck, it
got a bigger V6 and an accompanying boost to towing and payload and seemed poised to take
on the surging Toyota Tacoma and revitalized small-truck nameplates from General Motors. But
then, something weird happened Nissan just kind of To this point, the longest-running small
Nissan Pickup was the Hardbody The second-generation Frontier completely wiped that record
off the map, as refresh after refresh came along, culminating with a update that foreshadowed 's
overhaul. Nissan brought over the new truck's powertrain, leaving just about everything else as
it had been for 15 years, including the interior, as you can see above. These are shots of a and ,
but you could substitute "" for the former and there'd be virtually no difference. The unveiling of
the model marks an end to this one-and-a-half decade run, but with an asterisk. The underlying
platform remains fundamentally the same for the new Frontier, so while the interior, body and
powertrain are new, the Frontier's bones are the same. Fortunately, they're good ones, but we
can't help but wonder what we'll be saying about this introduction in another 10 or 15 years. Will
this generation stand the test of time as previous iterations have? We get it. Ads can be
annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
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